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    Congratulations  and thank you for choosing  the BED-MON series of devices, your new BED-MON has 

been engineered to reduce false alarms due to movements in the bed to a minimum. These instruction 

have been written to help you with the basic operation of all models. 

    The BED-MON Plus model has additional features such as bed lamp function, and has a second output 

for those special requirements. The additional functions of BED-MON Plus will be covered separately in 

an included leaflet with BED-MON Plus. 

    The output plug has not been included in the pictures below as it is dependant on your brand and  

model of nurse call system installed in your complex, dependant on which model has been ordered a   

radio transmitter maybe installed inside of your new BED-MON.   

INITIAL SETUP 

ALL BED-MON models. 

1. Insert the bed mat plug into the large BED-MON socket if 
you have BED-MON with pendant/floor mat socket then 
insert into the pendant socket. 

2. Insert the power supply into 240 Volt power point and 
the other end into the small socket on BED-MON. 

3. Either insert the corded plug that suits your nurse call 
system into the pendant socket of your nurse call wall 
plate OR follow the radio section below to setup a      
BED-MON with a radio option. 

4. Turn the BED-MON on via the power point switch. 
 

BED-MON with Radio Transmitter. 

    First time use you will need to program the BED-MON radio 
transmitter into a receiving device such as medical dialler etc.        
Follow the instruction as per your medical dialler or similar on 
the procedure regarding how to program the BED-MON radio 
transmitter into your medical dialler or similar. 

Use the programming button on the top of the BED-MON to add 
the BED-MON into your radio receiving device, the same button 
can used to test the transmitter once programming has been 
completed. 

Goto step 4. 

OPERATION 

Your new BED-MON does not need resetting as it resets itself 
when ever a person has returned to bed. However, you will still 
need to follow your normal operating procedures regarding the 
cancelling of any Nurse call system alarms. 

The BED-MON only generates a pulse to activate your nurse call 
system and will not clear or cancel any call once the BED-MON 
has activated your nurse call system. 

It is recommended that the BED-MON not be turned on until the 
person is in bed. Once the person has settled into bed then it is 
OK to turn on the BED-MON. 
  

PLEASE NOTE:    

1. Your BED-MON may generate an alarm when first 
switched on and has not been fully setup with a 
person in bed and all cables plugged in.  

2. With no bed mat plugged in the BED-MON will    
generate an alarm (this is normal) unless an optional 
blanking plug is used instead of the bed mat. 

3. If you do not want to turn off the BED-MON it is 
mandatory that you use a blanking plug to stop any 
alarms. 

4. The pendant cord will still function if you do turn off 
the BED-MON. Also the pendant socket does not 
need a blanking plug when pendant cord not in use.  Blanking Plug 
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